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L
et's begin by offering hearty congratulations 

to Percy Young, Britain's senior Handel 

scholar, who on 17 May reached the 

remarkable age of ninety. His birthday has been, or 

will be, marked by celebratory events m 

Birmingham, Cambridge and Manchester, and he 

was highly honoured at the Halle Handel Festival, as 

Terence Best reports in this issue. David Vickers 

reviews the Gottingen Handel Festival, while 

Andrew Jones casts a critical eye over Ellen Harris's 

recent edition of Handel cantatas. But pride of place 

goes to the forthcoming Handel Institute conference: 

having read the abstracts, you will, we hope, sign up 

without delay - there's a booking form inside - and 

also return the enclosed subscription forms, thus 

ensuring your receipt of the Newsletter in 2003. 

Colin Timms 

'HANDEL IN CITIES AND HOUSES' 
Conference at King's College London, 23-24 November 2002 

The places where Handel lived and worked - and his 
relation to them - is the theme of the fifth Handel 
Institute conference, which begins at 2.00 pm on 
Saturday 23 November and ends at about 6.00 pm on the 
following day. The conference opens with an address by 
New Grove editor Stanley Sadie, entitled 'Composers and 
Cities', and includes papers by such leading Handel 
scholars as Ursula Kirkendale, with new information on 
Handel's relations with Marquis Ruspoli, and John H. 
Roberts, on the recently discovered (and controversial) 
'Gloria'. In addition to the papers summarized below, 
there will be contributions on 'Halle in 1680-1700', by 
Wolfgang Ruf, and 'Handel in Barn Elms', by John 
Greenacombe. Please complete and return the enclosed 
booking form as soon as possible! 

Those interested in attending the conference may like 
to know of the following events taking place during the 
evening of Friday 22 November: 

'The Art of Handel': illustrated talk by Tom McGeary, 
National Portrait Gallery, 6.30 pm; admission free, but 
telephone 020 7495 1685 to reserve a place; 

Xerxes: Handel's Serse performed by English National 
Opera, Coliseum, 7.00 pm; box office 020 7632 8300; 
www .eno.org. uk. 

Graydon Beeks 

'Whilst the Musicall Instruments were Tuned': Handel 
and the Performance of Secular Music at Cannons 

Virtually all 18th-century descriptions of Cannons 
mention an ensemble of voices and instruments that 
performed sacred music, first in the parish church of St 
Lawrence, then (from mid-1720) in the chapel of the 
great house itself. Secular music, also, was performed at 
Cannons, but since such activity was relatively common 
in other country seats and London houses - though 
perhaps on a smaller scale - it attracted little notice at the 
time and has been little studied since. My purpose is to 
see what can be deduced about the performance of 
secular music for James Brydges and Handel's role in it. 
First I will discuss the venues in which secular music is 
likely to have been performed, both at Cannons and at 
Chandos House. Next I will consider what conclusions 
can be drawn from descriptions of such performances, 
and from the contents of the Cannons music library, 
regarding the kinds of music that may have been 
performed. Finally I will, with due caution, suggest which 
of Handel's secular works seem likely to have been 
written for or performed at Cannons. 



Enrico Careri 

Musical Life in Rome in the Early 
18th Century 

When Handel settled in Rome, the 
town was arguably the most important 
musical centre of Europe. The 
'Sassone' was able to meet and work 
with a good number of excellent 
musicians, such as Corelli, Scarlatti 
and Caldara, enriching his musical 
training in a decisive period of his 
apprenticeship. Scholars have already 
investigated Handel's years in Rome, 
the role there of musical patronage, the 
influence of the church and aristocracy, 
the function of the Congregazione dei 
Musici di S. Cecilia, and the musical 
life cultivated in churches and private 
houses. This paper will face the topic 
from a different point of view - that of 
a young musician coming to Rome at 
the beginning of the 18th century. 

Xavier Cervantes 

Lies and Forgeries: The Case of a 
Handel Ghost Libretto Reconsidered 

This paper is mainly about a libretto 
that was never set by Handel, though 
its author claimed it was: Michelangelo 
Boccardi' s Adelaide ( 1730). According 
to the title-page, this work is supposed 
to have been set to music by Handel 
and staged at the Haymarket theatre in 
London. This is utterly untrue. The 
libretto has been known to Handel 
scholars for a long time, but it seems 
that much remains to be said about it, 
about its author, his strange and 
dishonest ways, and his intriguing 
relationship with the London operatic 
milieu. Boccardi' s enterprise affords a 
fascinating glimpse into some aspects 
of the system of aristocratic and 
princely musical patronage. 

David Hunter 

Royal Patronage of Handel in 
London: The Rewards of Pensions 
and Office 

Conflicting claims have been made 
about the money that Handel received 
from the British royal family. Among 

disputed topics concerning the pay
ments are the dates on which they 
began, their regularity, their sources 
and even the amounts. In order to find 
reliable information on these topics I 
spent two weeks in several English 
archives last March. I will reveal the 
payment schedule for Handel's two 
pensions and the paymasters to whose 
office he or his representative had to 
go to collect the money. Disparate 
information on Handel's appointment 
as music-master to the princesses is 
explored, including partial payment 
records in the Royal Archives, the use 
of a deputy to teach Princess Amelia, 
and an attempt to deprive Handel of 
the office in late 1743. Finally, 
Handel's remarkably good fortune is 
compared with the situation of other 
musicians and artists. 

Richard King 

Anne of Hanover as Patron 

This paper explores the many facets of 
Anne of Hanover' s cultural interests 
and patronage and takes up the specific 
question of her patronage of Handel 
during the so-called Second Academy. 
It relies on a newly discovered 
document showing that she had the 
resources to make a significant impact. 

Ursula Kirkendale 
(read by Warren Kirkendale) 

Handel with Ruspoli in Rome, 
Cerveteri, Civitavecchia, Vignanello: 
New Documents from December 
1706 to December 1708 

The interpretation of some published 
documents must be revised. The 
number of compositions for Handel's 
patron, Marquis Ruspoli, is not 
increased, but some hypotheses can 
now become facts. Newly discovered 
documents in the Vatican archives 
reflect Handel's presence in a house 
belonging to Ruspoli already in 
December 1706. On 23 February 
1707 Ruspoli opened the deer hunt at 
his country estate, Cerveteri, with 
Handel's cantata Diana cacciatrice. 
From 17 to 19 March we also find the 

name of the 'Sassone' repeatedly in 
Civitavecchia: Ruspoli met there with 
its governor for important political 
discussions, terminating with a ban
quet and Handel's cantata Udite ii 
mio consiglio. The presence of 
Handel and Cardinal Ottoboni is now 
documented also in Vignanello. 

Annette Landgraf 

Aachen and Burtscheid in Handel's 
Time 

On 13 April 1737 Handel suffered a 
stroke that paralysed his right arm. In 
September and October of that year 
he stayed in the German spa city of 
Aachen, where his condition was 
successfully treated. While there are 
some short and well-known reports 
about his time in the city, there are no 
known original documents about his 
visit. There is much to be said, 
however, about the city of Aachen at 
that time, about the treatments that 
Handel is likely to have received and 
the places he is likely to have visited. 
The paper will include a good number 
of contemporary pictures and outline 
the cultural life and atmosphere of 
Aachen at the end of the 17th and 
beginning of the 18th century. 

TomMcGeary 

The Politics of Handel's London 
Operas, or Handel's Operas and 
London Politics 

This paper argues that individual 
operas were not intended or received 
by contemporaries as political alle
gory, or as allusions to contemporary 
political events, but that opera 
participated in the political life of 
London in other ways. Several of 
Handel's dramatic works were 
Hanoverian celebratory pieces pre
sented on the occasion of a royal 
wedding. The librettos of most of the 
operas - in their plots and in the 
utterances of their characters - contain 
commonplaces about political theory, 
images of the duties of monarchs and 
citizens, and examples of civic virtue. 
Contemporaries may also have drawn 



general moral or political conclusions 
from the librettos. The genre of opera 
was seen as evidence of the luxury 
and corruption of the regime of Robert 
Walpole, while the institution of opera 
in the Haymarket theatre was used by 
opposition satirists as an allegory of 
the political state with which to score 
points against the regime. 

Konstanze Musketa 

Handel's Birthplace 

Handel's birthplace in Halle has a long 
and interesting history. Bought by his 
father in 1666, it was owned by the 
family until the late 18th century. Not 
only the building itself - its arch
itecture, owners and users - will be 
considered, but also the surroundings, 
i.e., the quarter of the city in which 
Handel lived. Some of the principal 
places in the city were on his doorstep 
- the market-place and principal 
church, and the university and 
cathedral. The Handel House is now a 
museum, open to the public since 
1948. It was enlarged in 1985, and the 
new buildings of the so-called Handel
Haus-Karree were added in 2001. 

John Roberts 

Young Mr Savage, Handel, and the 
Contested 'Gloria' 

In 2001 a 'Gloria' for solo soprano 
preserved in a pair of manuscripts in 
the library of the Royal Academy of 
Music was widely hailed as a lost 
work of Handel, an attribution that has 
since been strenuously disputed by 
Anthony Hicks. This paper will argue 
that these manuscripts and others in 
the same hand have a particular 
interest in that they appear to have 
been copied for the use of William 
Savage, their former owner, during his 
career as a boy soprano. They help to 
document his close relationship with 
Handel in 1735- 7 and suggest that he 
probably performed this 'Gloria' on at 
least one occasion. The paper will also 
consider contextual and stylistic 
evidence bearing on the authorship of 
the 'Gloria'. 

Dorothea Schroder 

Private Musical Life in Hamburg 
around 1705 

At the beginning of the 18th century 
Hamburg was not only a city ruled by 
a wealthy bourgeois class but also a 
centre of diplomacy and a meeting
point of the north German aristocracy. 
It may therefore be assumed that 
between 1703 and 1706 Handel took 
part in musical events that were 
organized on behalf of high-ranking 
individuals such as the imperial 
minister Count Egk. This aspect of 
the city's musical life has never been 
fully investigated. What, then, did 
Mattheson mean when he wrote that 
he took Handel 'to the concerts'? 

Leonard Schwarz 

Handel's London 

Speaking as an urban historian, 
particularly of 18th-century London, I 
make no pretence to any specialized 
knowledge of music or the arts in 
Handel's day. Instead, I shall point out 
some of the work now being done on 
aspects of l 8th-century London that 
might be considered interesting. This 
includes work on the changing use of 
public spaces, gendered space, the 
growth of associations, the consumer 
revolution, the gin craze, and the 
likelihood or otherwise of disasters, 
such as bankruptcy or death. The 
treatment of each of these will tend to 
be on the brief side! 

Carlo Vitali 

Handel and Tuscany 

'Florence, as it is natural to suppose, 
was his first destination.' Thus 
Mainwaring described the start of 
Handel's Italian tour. Yet many details 
in the chronology of the composer's 
sojourn and works there, as well as in 
the map of his relations with the 
Medici court after his receipt of their 
invitation in Hamburg, seem con
tradictory. Modem biographical 
research has been unable to disentangle 
the situation, so that - while significant 

items of information have come to light 
- the general picture is still far from 
consistent (owing partly, also, to 
contrasting speculations or outright 
forgeries). This is rendered even more 
tantalizing by the fact that some 
cultural influence from the Tuscan 
milieu is undeniable in Handel's later 
career, most notably in the recycling of 
Florentine subjects and librettos in his 
Italian operas for London. Assessing 
the current state-of-play with regard to 
that particular time and place in his 
Italian apprenticeship may help in 
directing further archival research. 

G.F.HANDEL 
CANTATAS FOR ALTO AND 
CONTINUO 
16 Alto Cantatas from the Manuscripts 

in the Bodleian Library, Oxford 

Edited by Ellen T. Harris 
Oxford. 2001. 
ISBN 0-19-345413-0 

Any edition of works from one of the 
most neglected parts of Handel's 
oeuvre is to be welcomed, especially 
when it comprises a selection of the 
cantatas for alto and continuo, which 
are heard even less often than those for 
soprano. Particularly welcome in this 
publication is the first appearance in 
print of the complete versions of Ho 

fuggito Amore (HWV 118) and L'aure 

grate (HWV 121b), the alto versions of 
Lungi n'ando Fileno (HWV 128[b]) 
and Quando sperasti, o core (HWV 
153[b]), and the ornamented version of 
the first aria in Dolc'e pur d'amor 

l'affanno (HWV 109a). 
Ellen Harris' s volume includes, in 

addition to the musical text of sixteen 
cantatas, an introduction ( devoted 
chiefly to an examination of the 
sources, but also touching on the texts) 
with a useful bibliography, a statement 
of editorial method, some notes for 
performers, a critical commentary 
(including a collation of other sources), 
and a translation of all the verbal texts. 
Her work on the sources enables her to 
correct some of the manuscript listings 



in the Hiindel-Handbuch, and she has 
collated the contents of the relevant 
volume in the Shaftesbury Collection, 
as well as Zweig MS 36 in the British 
Library, which provides the autograph 
of the second aria in Ho Juggito Amore. 

Harris used as the primary source for 
her edition the Bodleian MSS Mus. d. 
61 and 62, which are dated 1718 and 
1720 and are the work of several 
copyists. These volumes were orig
inally part of the collection owned by 
Elizabeth Legh but became separated 
from it in the mid-18th century (the 
bulk of Legh's library now forms the 
Malmesbury Collection). Donald 
Burrows's article in the Handel 
Tercentenary Collection should be 
consulted for information on the dating, 
copyists, paper-types and contents of 
the manuscripts. 

Harris's decision raises problems, 
especially with regard to the eight 
cantatas in the edition that are extant in 
Handel's autograph (two of them in 
soprano versions). What should the 
editor do when faced with a dis
crepancy between the reading in a Legh 
manuscript and that in an autograph 
score? It seems that, except in the case 
of obvious mistakes, Harris gives 
priority to the Legh manuscript. For 
example, in the opening aria of Siete 
rose rugiadose she ignores the triplet 
semiquavers that increasingly pervade 
the melody in Handel's autograph in 
favour of the more staid patterns in the 
Legh copy. Fidelity to a copyist rather 
than respect for the composer is a 
debatable policy. 

Some patience will be needed in 
deciphering the symbols used in the 
critical commentary (more music 
examples would have helped), but the 
effort should be made, since readings 
found in secondary sources may be 
preferred. In Figli del mesto car, for 
example, the correct version of the 
penultimate bar in the recitative 'Cosi 
mia dura sorte' is surely the one in the 
six collated manuscripts, not that in the 
Legh manuscript. 

The reader may be puzzled by 
aspects of editorial policy. No dis-

tinction is made between an editorial 
accidental that corrects a mistake in the 
source and one that is merely cau
tionary: both are printed in square 
brackets. (Whatever the status of the 
editorial natural in bar 82 of the aria 
'Per involarmi al duolo' in Siete rose 
rugiadose, the accidental is incorrect: 
the note should be g' sharp.) Basso 
continuo figuring in the source that is 
believed to be wrong (and is therefore 
ignored) is printed in round brackets. 
There are seventeen such indications in 
Son gelsomino, but only one of these 
figurings is wrong: the other sixteen are 
correct and should have been observed. 
That the sharp under the A in bar 16 of 
the recitative 'Quando mi parve allora' 
in Stanco di piu soffrire has not been 
printed in brackets suggests that it has 
been misunderstood: it implies a chord 
of A major (harmonically striking in the 
context), not the dull chord of F-sharp 
minor that is printed. 

The realisation of the bass is 
restricted to the right-hand stave and 
printed in full-size notes. The style is 
quite simple, and Harris's encour
agement to harpsichordists 'to add, 
alter, or completely improvise their 
own realizations' is welcome. The 
printed realisation might be changed, 
for example, to correct grammatical 
errors (the incorrect use of 6/4 chords is 
quite common), to fill out the harmony, 
or to correct mistakes such as those in 
the opening few bars of L'aure grate, in 
bar 17 of the recitative 'Ahi ! 
m'inganno' in Lungi n'ando Fileno, 
and in bar 93 of 'Per involarrni al 
duolo'. There is an error of editorial 
judgement at the opening of the G 
minor aria 'Quella che miri' in Clori, 
degli occhi miei. On the basis of a 
melodic parallel with the phrase in bars 
36-9, Harris concludes that each of the 
B-flats in bars 1-4 should be B-natural, 
thus suggesting C minor. But this 
editorial intervention destroys the 
charm of Handel's deliberate changes 
in the later phrase: the opening can be 
harmonized perfectly well in G minor; 
the B-flats are correct. 

One hopes that singers will add these 

cantatas to their repertoire. The vocal 
tessitura in this collection extends from 
a toe", with only a few appearances of 
low g, so all the cantatas are suitable for 
an alto (female or male) or for a mezzo
soprano with strong low notes. 

Andrew V. Jones 

HANDEL FESTIVALS IN 
GERMANY 

Halle honours Percy Young 
Percy Young - distinguished musicol
ogist and writer on Handel and Elgar, 
among many others - is by far the 
longest-serving member of the 
informal British group who regularly 
attend the Halle Handel Festival: his 
first visit was in 1959, when most of us 
had scarcely begun to cut our music
ological teeth. Always highly regarded 
in Halle, he was made a freeman of the 
city many years ago. In the days of the 
DDR he was a prime mover in 
establishing cultural relations between 
Great Britain and that isolated republic. 

Percy's 90th birthday and out
standing achievements were marked in 
Halle at a special concert in the elegant 
concert-room of the Handel House, 
performed by some of his English 
friends and colleagues - Lesley-Jane 
Rogers (soprano), John Turner 
(recorder), Jonathan Price (cello) and 
Janet Simpson (harpsichord and piano). 
The music consisted of some charming 
youthful compos1t10ns by Percy 
himself, and works by old friends such 
as Alan Bush, Walter Bergmann and 
Ernst Hermann Meyer (both refugees 
from Nazi Germany), as well as some 
by Elgar, Purcell and Handel; the 
Purcell songs and Handel recorder 
sonata were performed in editions by 
Bergmann. 

The playing and singing were 
excellent, especially the virtuoso 
recorder-playing of John Turner, for 
whom two modem pieces had been 
composed. At the end, Percy was 
presented with the Ehrennadel (Badge 
of Honour) of the Land Sachsen
Anhalt, and his name was cere-



monially entered into the Golden 
Book of the City of Halle. The 
Oberbi.irgermeisterin, Ingrid Haussler, 
made a gracious speech in his honour, 
and Percy, obviously delighted by the 
occasion, and very moved, made a 
speech of appreciation and was given 
a standing ovation. 

A major event of the festival was 
the premiere of Deidamia from the 
new HHA edition by your corre
spondent. The musical performance, 
under the direction of Alessandro De 
Marchi, was excellent, and had the rare 
virtue of giving the complete score 
uncut, as performed in 17 41. It did not 
seem too long, and everyone was 
reminded of what a delightful opera 
this is. The title-role was superbly sung 
by the distinguished soprano Ann 
Monoyios, while Achilles - a difficult 
role to bring off - was well char
acterized by the Japanese soprano Akie 
Amou, who found the right mixture of 
boyish immaturity and the dawn of 
deeper feelings. The supporting cast 
were all fine. 

The only problem was, inevitably, 
the production, by the Englishman 
Nicholas Broadhurst. The opera begins 
with arrival of Ulysses on the island of 
Skyros to demand the surrender of the 
boy Achilles, who is in hiding under 
the protection of the king, Lycomedes. 
It was no surprise to those used to 
current fashions in opera production 
that the ship was an American cruiser 
which crashed aggressively into the 
harbour wall; but it was odd, to say the 
least, that the veteran warrior 
Lycomedes received the embassy 
dressed as an 18th-century grande 
dame. This was a bad omen. 

Things got a little better as the 
action developed, but one was puzzled 
by the fact that Deidamia's lovely aria 
about a nightingale at the end of Act I 
was set in the Antarctic with the 
heroine seated on an iceberg and 
apparently addressing a penguin, while 
Ulysses was rowed around by 
American sailors in a rubber dinghy; 
this caused a problem in the dress 
rehearsal, when the boat got stuck 

between the icebergs. In Act II there 
was a scene in which everyone was 
under water in an aquarium ( cue for 
Achilles to be a frogman), and the 
hunting chorus was performed in a 
wild-west setting among cacti (cue for 
somebody to sit on one by accident). 
When, in Act III, Achilles revealed his 
identity, the sword that he is supposed 
to wave triumphantly was, of course 
(you've guessed it!), a tommy gun. In 
the final scene, however, the action 
produced some real pathos and gave a 
plausible interpretation of the fact that 
it is Ulysses, not Achilles, who sings a 
duet with Deidamia, while her 
desolation was well conveyed. 

After the dress rehearsal I tackled 
Nicholas Broadhurst about the 
production, and he explained his 
Concept. These people on a Greek 
island are isolated and idle, with 
nothing to do but play games and act 
charades to keep themselves amused, 
just as the Marquis of Anglesey did in 
the 19th century (I kid you not!). The 
Antarctic scene is make-believe, set in 
the ballroom of Lycomedes's palace, 
and he dresses in 18th-century drag, 
just as the marquis and his guests did. 
So there you have it: all is explained! 
What was utterly unforgivable is that 
the elaborate sets required for this 
farrago took so long to be changed: one 
instrumental movement was played 
three times ( once in the wrong place) to 
while away the interval between 
scenes, and several ritomellos were 
similarly detached for the purpose. Oh 
weep, ye lovers of Baroque opera! 

Other interesting events included: 
the opening concert (guest of honour, 
Lord Geoffrey Howe), at which we 
heard the Anthem on the Peace and a 
cut version of the Ode for St Cecilia' s 
Day, conducted by De Marchi with a 
team of soloists led by Lynne Dawson 
and two rather underpowered choirs; a 
good concert performance of Arianna 
in Creta at Bad Lauchstadt; a revival of 
last year's Rodrigo, with some of the 
worst vulgarities toned down (see this 
Newsletter, vol. 12, no. 2); a staged 
performance of the oratorio Lazarus 

(1778) by Johann Heinrich Rolle, 
which was very impressive both 
dramatically and musically; a fine 
Messiah by The Sixteen under Harry 
Christophers; a concert in memory of 
Johann Friedrich Reichardt, an 
important figure in bringing Handel's 
music to Germany in the late 18th 
century (though his setting of Psalm 65 
was unremarkable, being eclipsed by 
Handel's D-major Laudate, pueri and 
Dettingen anthem The King shall 
rejoice); a noble performance of the 
Dettingen Te Deum, and the Funeral 
Anthem, under the baton of Ton 
Koopman; and, finally, a powerful 
rendering of the 1718 Esther by the 
Collegium Vocale Gent and La 
Stagione Frankfurt, conducted by 
Michael Schneider. 

The musicological conference, on 
the theme 'Music and Theatre as 
Expressions of Courtly Behaviour', 
offered a wide spectrum of topics and 
speakers, all of good quality, and we 
came away grateful, as always, that the 
organisers in Halle had provided such 
lavish fare once again. 

Terence Best 

Gottingen 
The theme this year was 'Handel und 
Le gout frarn;:ais' - ironically the title 
also of next year's festival in Halle. In 
an attempt to explore various strands of 
the French influence upon Handel, this 
excellent yet short festival presented its 
usual mixture of a lavish opera pro
duction (Alcina at the Deutsches 
Theater), a worthy oratorio per
formance (Athalia at the Stadthalle) and 
a concert by Alan Curtis' s Complesso 
Barocco with soprano Simone Kermes 
and readings by American crime author 
Donna Leon (at the intimate yet 
reverberant Marien-Kirche). 

Yet apart from a few ballet move
ments in Alcina nodding toward the 
French style, the festival indicated that 
it was essentially French literature that 
held the greatest significance for 
Handel. The story of Alcina is drawn 
from Ariosto's Orlando furioso, which 
is set partly in France and describes the 



chivalrous adventures of several knights 
from the court of Charlemagne. The 
production was directed by Catherine 
Turocy, who is also the choreographer 
of the New York Baroque Dance 
Company. It was simply wonderful to 
see a performance of a Handel opera 
from which sarcasm and bad taste were 
entirely absent. Turocy clearly had 
genuine affection for the libretto and all 
its magic, humour, sadness and 
heroism. There was no imposition of 
'meaningful layers' or silly gimmicks 
in the staging, other than some rather 
camp posturing from Iain Paton as 
Oronte. The production confirmed that 
playing it straight does not in the least 
imply a lack of imagination or 
character. 

There were some cuts, yet this 
author could accept them, given the 
redeeming feature of a director who 
understood that Ruggiero's 'Verdi 
prati' presents noble heroism, not moral 
weakness or sexual desperation, and 
that Alcina is a wicked psychopath 
whose power needs to be broken 
despite the deepness of our sympathy 
for her. Yvonne Kenny would not be on 
my short-list of ideal interpreters for 
this character, yet her larger-than-life 
personality and strong timbre filled the 
role very well. 'Ah! mio cor' was a 
little too fast, and 'Ombre pallide' a 
little too slow; but who cares when the 
overall commitment to the cause is so 
firmly in the right place? 

The rest of the singers were ideally 
cast, yet the real stars of the production 
were Turocy, her baroque dancers, and 
the irrepressible Nicholas McGegan. 
The Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra 
did its job well, though one suspects 
that a band such as the Freiburg 
Baroque Orchestra or Concerto Koln 
would have made more of the ritor
nellos. This was not a performance of 
Alcina to hear repeatedly on disc, but 
all the ingredients combined to produce 
a really satisfying theatrical experience 
- something that both McGegan and 
Handel would prefer. 

The New York Baroque Dance 
Company took centre stage in a ballet 
evening, yet all of the music was by 
French composers. The inclusion of 
some of Handel's ballet music from the 
1734 version of Il pastor fido might 
have made the point ofreference more 
poignant, but the dancers presented a 
versatile programme that was witty, 
smart, charming, and never less than 
technically impressive. 

Athalia, despite its biblical source 
and pivotal role in the development of 
English oratorio, was based on the last 
play of Jean Racine. It is fascinating to 
consider the implications of Racine's 
play being watched by James II in exile 
and then place Handel's oratorio in the 
context of Jacobite Oxford a few 
decades later. All coincidence, perhaps, 
but a study of the Old Testament and 
Racine's text makes one realise that 
Athalia is a fine and interesting oratorio 
worthy of mention alongside the 
greatest. Frieder Bernius, the Stuttgart 
Baroque Orchestra and the Stuttgart 
Chamber Choir presented a neat and 
persuasive performance, with Deborah 
York, Daniel Taylor and Peter Harvey 
shining as the Israelites Josabeth, Joas 
and Abner. Elizabeth Scholl was less at 
ease as Athalia, although perhaps that 
suited her doomed character. The 
quivering Markus Brutscher was too 
wretched as Mathan, and both of 
Handel's exceptional arias for him were 
spoilt by misjudged tempos and uneven 
singing: 'Gentle airs' was too fast, 
'Hark! His thunders round me roll' too 
slow. Surely Handel's tempo markings 
indicate that Bernius had got these 
speeds the wrong way around? 

The selection of Italian arias 
performed by Simone Kermes and II 
Complesso Barocco revolved around 
Handel's sorceresses, in particular those 
based on characters from Orlando 
furioso (Armida from Rinaldo), or from 
operas with clear French models such 
as Teseo and Amadigi. The readings in 
English by Donna Leon from her own 
novels were amusing, but the abiding 

memory of this concert is of Simone 
Kermes' s breathtaking 'Ah! spietato' 
(Amadigi) and vengeful 'Vo far guerra' 
(Rinaldo). 'Scoglio d'immota fronte' 
from Scipione was less appropriate, but 
it was a wonderfully exciting encore. 

Even if the music on offer at this 
festival rarely displayed a direct rele
vance to the suggestion of 'French 
influence', the tenuous connections did 
not really matter very much. The 
enthusiasm and reliably high standards 
of the Gottingen Handel Festival make 
it one of the premiere events of its kind. 

David Vickers 

THE INTERNATIONAL HANDEL 
RECORDING PRIZE 2002 
The first award of this new prize has 
gone to Alan Curtis and II Complesso 
Barocco for their recording of Handel's 
opera Arminio (HWV 36) on Virgin 
Veritas, 5-45461-2 (two CDs). The cast 
comprises Vivica Genaux (Arminio), 
Geraldine McGreevy (Tusnelda), 
Dominique Custer (Sigismondo), 
Manuela Custer (Ramise ), Luigi 
Petroni (Varo), Syste Buwalda (Tullio), 
and Riccardo Ristori (Segeste ). The 
winner was chosen by a specialist panel 
including Anthony Hicks (Handel 
Institute) Brad Leissa (American 
Handel Society), Michael Pacholke 
(Hallische Hiindel-Ausgabe), Stanley 
Sadie (New Grove) and David Vickers 
(co-producer of gfhandel.org). 

STUDY DAY ON SERSE 
Handel's Serse is to be given four 
performances by Cambridge Handel 
Opera Group, conducted by Andrew 
Jones, on 30 April and 1, 3 and 4 May 
2003. The production will be 
accompanied by a study day on the 
opera, organized by The Handel 
Institute, on Saturday 3 May in the 
Faculty of Music, West Road, 
Cambridge. For further information, 
please contact Dr Andrew V. Jones, 
Selwyn College, Cambridge, CB3 
9DQ (email: avj1000@cam.ac.uk). 
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